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Let Sz be a ball centered atthe origin RN (N >2), cX~ its boundary, and 
f: [0, co) -+ [0, co) agiven function. This article is concerned with radial solutions 
of the boundary value problem 
hf+f(lxl)Up=O, uz0 in Q, a=0 on asz. (1) 
Radial solutions f (1) are functions u of the variable r = 1x1 that satisfy the 
ordinary differential equ tion 
N-l 
u”+-u’+f(r)P=O. 
r 
(2) 
It is shown that, if p=p*, where p* is the critical Sobolev exponent 
(p* = (N+2)/(N-2)), then (2) is non-oscillatory at the origin fthere xists a 
e > 0 such that he function r t-+f(r)(log( /r)) uis non-decreasing near the origin. 
The result isacorollary of a similar result for the Emden-Fowler equation 
x”+t~2-ll’/g(t)x’+2”=0, (3) 
where gis a given positive-valued function andy a positive constant. Therelation 
between the solutions f (2) and (3) is established via the transformations 
x(t) =a(~), g(f)=f(r), where I= ((N-2)/r)N-2. It is shown that (3) is non- 
oscillatory at infinity f here exists a CJ >0 such that he function t H g(t)(log t)”
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is non-increasing for all sufficiently largef. The proof of this result constitutes th  
core of the article. Theresult isof independent i erest in he theory of the 
Emden-Fowler quation a d improves arlier oscillation results of Nehari and 
Chiou. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let Q be a bounded omain in RN(N> 2), &2 its (smooth) boundary. It 
is well known that he problem 
Au+up=O, u>OinQ,u=OonX& (1) 
has a solution for any star-shaped domain Q if p is less than the critical 
(Sobolev) exponent p*= (N + 2)/(N - 2), but no solution for any star- 
shaped omain Sz if p > p* (cf. [ 11). 
Recently, several uthors have considered problems like (l), where the 
nonlinear term up is perturbed by some other term, as in 
Au + up + Id’ = 0, u>O in 0, u=O on 80, (2) 
0 <q < p. The dichotomy atp = p* noted above can then be resolved by 
means of the additional p rameters I and q. We refer the reader to the 
investigations by Atkinson a d Peletier [2,3,4], Brezis [S], Brezis and 
Nirenberg [6], Budd [7,8], and Budd and Norbury [9]. 
In this article we are concerned with another type of perturbation of the 
non-linear te m in (1). We consider the case where Q is a ball in RN and 
the problem (1) is modified to
Au+f(Ixl)up=O, u>O in Q, u=O on a52. (3) 
Here f is a given positive-valued function, which depends on the radial 
variable r = 1x1 only. 
It follows from the results of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [lo], that any 
solution u of (3) is radially symmetric, .e., udepends onthe radial variable 
r = 1x1 only. Consequently, u satisfies th  ordinary differential equ tion 
u” + 
N-l 
-u’+f(r)up=O, 
r (4) 
where ’ denotes differentiation wi h respect tor. In this article we are 
interested in finding conditions  f which guarantee that Eq. (4) is 
non-oscillatory at he origin fp = p*. 
We recall that asolution u of (4) is oscillatory at the origin if, for every 
rl > 0, there exists anrz E (0, r,) where u(r2) =0. A non-trivial solution of 
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(4) that is not oscillatory at theorigin scalled non-oscillatory  theorigin, 
and Eq. (4) is called non-oscillatory at the origin if every non-trivial 
solution is on-oscillatory at he origin. 
Clearly, if (4) is non-oscillatory at he origin, it is meaningful to ask for 
solutions u of (4) that are positive on some interval [0, R) of positive 
length. Such solutions, if they exist, give rise to ground states for the 
semilinear lliptic problem (3). Thus, the objective of this investigation 
bears directly upon the investigation of theexistence of ground states for 
problems described y (3). 
The change of variables 
t = ((IV- 2)/r)N-2, x(t) = u(r), (5) 
transforms the differential equation (4) into an equation of the 
Emden-Fowler type [ll, Chap. XII; 121. If u satisfies (4),where p= p*, 
then xsatisfies 
x” + t 411Yg(t)x’+2/Y=0 9 (6) 
where g(t) =f(r) and y = i(N- 2). Notice that 0< y < co. 
The transformation (5) maps the origin tothe point at infinity. Thuswe 
are led to study the oscillatory behavior fnon-trivial solutions f (6) for 
large t. In particular, ou  interest focuses on establishing conditions  the 
function g which guarantee that Eq. (6) is non-oscillatory at infinity. (Hen- 
ceforth, we omit he quantifier at infinity when we discuss solutions f (6).) 
A study of the oscillatory or non-oscillatory behavior fsolutions f the 
Emden-Fowler equation (6) is of independent i erest a  well. Such studies 
have been undertaken before byresearchers in o cillation heory, notably 
Nehari [131, Coffman and Wong [ 14,151, and Chiou [ 16,171. 
In [13], Nehari proved that (6) is non-oscillatory if there xists a 
(r >2 + l/y such that t H g(t)(log t)”is non-increasing for all sufficiently 
large t. This result was subsequently improved byChiou [ 163, who showed 
that the conclusion still holds if cr satisfies the weaker inequality 
0 > +(3 + l/y). A further improvement was announced byChiou [ 173, who 
claimed that it was sufftcient thae satisfy theinequality cr >0. But, as was 
pointed out by Nehari [181, Chiou’s proof contained an error; after correc- 
tion, the result was that (6) is non-oscillatory if g > (4 +y)/(y(l + 7)). 
The corrected r sult s ill amounted to an improvement of Chiou’s earlier 
result [ 161. 
Finally, we mention a result ofErbe and Muldowney [19], which is a 
refinement of Chiou’s. These authors proved that (6) is non-oscillatory if 
t H g(t)(log t)”is non-increasing and t H g(t)(log t)”is bounded for some 
pair (a,q)~D,,, where D,={(o,q)~R’:cr>O, q+cr/(l+2y)>l/y). This
result reduces toChiou’s ifrr =q. 
In this article we shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. The dtfferential equation 
xl’+ t --2-ll~g(t)*l+2/Y=o, (7) 
where g is a positive-valued function and y a positive constant, isnon- 
oscillatory at infinity ifthere exists a o >0 such that the function 
t H g( t)(log t)” is non-increasing for all sufficiently large t. 
Since the conclusion of the theorem isnot true if gis constant, theresult 
is likely tobe best possible. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1we have the following result for the 
partial differential equ tion (3). 
COROLLARY 1. Let 52 be a ball centered atthe origin in RN. Let f be a 
positive-valued function of the radial variable only. Let p be equal to the 
critical exponent p*(p* = (N + 2)/(N - 2)). If there exists a neighborhood 0 
of the origin and a o > 0 such that rH f(r)(log( l/r))” isa non-decreasing 
function i 0, then every non-trivial radial solution fthe semilinear lliptic 
equation 
du+f(~x~)u~=O, XEQ, (8) 
is non-oscillatory  theorigin. 
Because ofthe result of[ 171, as corrected by Nehari [181, it suffices to 
prove the theorem for 0< c < ($ +y)/(y( 1 + y)). Our proof, which takes up 
the entire S ction 2,is based on the use of Lyapunov functions. At everal 
places weapply ageneralized Sturm Comparison Theorem from the theory 
of linear o dinary differential equ tions. This theorem, together with its 
proof, isgiven in the Appendix. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of Theorem 1is by contradiction, whereit is assumed that 
Eq. (7) admits a non-trivial oscillatory s lution. We explore indetail the 
consequences of this assumption and eventually derive a contradiction. 
Thus, the existence of non-trivial oscillatory s lutions f (7) is ruled out, 
and the theorem follows. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Before embarking onthe proof, weestablish some notational conven- 
tions and state hree equivalent forms of the differential equ tion (7). 
To explicitly bring out the logarithmic fa tor inthe function g,we 
introduce th function a by the definition 
a(t) = g(t)(log t)“. (9) 
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We assume throughout that the function a is non-increasing. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that 0 < a(t) < 1 for all t. 
With a slight abuse of notation, we will often omit the generic argument 
of a function. For example, we may write x when x(t) is meant. 
When considering the value of a function at a specific argument value, 
where the latter is characterized by an index to the generic argument, we 
will often omit the generic argument and attach its index immediately to 
the function symbol. For example, we may use a, as a shorthand notation 
for a(t,). 
In terms of a, the original equation (7) reads 
a(t) 
x” + t2 + ‘/Y(log t)” 
x’+2/Y=0. 
Changing variables, 
s = log t, y(s) = t-“2X(t), 
(10) 
(11) 
we see that (10) is equivalent with 
(12) 
Here, a(s) = u(t(s)). 
We obtain a third form of the equation upon introduction of the 
function z, 
z(s)=s -(l/2) Y”y(s). (13) 
The function z satisfies the differential equation 
where the constant a is defined in terms of y and c by the relation 
1 1 
cr=-ya l--y0 . 
2 ( > 2 
(14) 
(15) 
Since it suffices to consider values of cr in the interval (0, (4 + y)/(y( 1 + y))), 
we may assume that a satisfies the condition a > 0. 
The transformations (11) and (13) preserve oscillation. Hence, if x is an 
oscillatory solution of (lo), as we suppose throughout the proof of the 
theorem, then there is an infinite sequence of points sO, sr, . . . with 
sg<s, < . ..) such that y(s,) = 0 and z(si) = 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . . In the follow- 
ing subsections we explore in detail the consequences of this supposition. 
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2.2. Lyapunov Functions 
In this ubsection we introduce twoLyapunov functions, one associated 
with the differential equ tion (12), the other with the differential equ tion 
(14), and establish some of their elementary p operties. 
The first functional $ isdefined bythe expression 
1 1 4s) 2 + 2/Y i(s)~i(Y(s))-Z(Y’)2-~Y2+(2+2,y)sYY . 
Since y satisfies (12), wehave 
$‘(s)= -1
[ 
au(s) a’(s) 
2+2/y 7-l 
--y . 1 2 + 2/v so (17) 
Since a is non-increasing, the expression nside the brackets i always 
positive, so $ is monotone non-increasing. This isthe first assertion of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The functional 1+5 is monotone non-increasing, the limit 
lim, +m t)(s) exists, and $(s) 3 Ic/( 00) > 0. 
Proof. At a zero si of y, the value of $ is $(si) = &(Y:)~, which is 
positive, so $(s) 2+(si) > 0 for all s<si. As x is oscillatory, si canbe 
chosen arbitrarily large. Hence, sH $(s) is non-increasing and bounded 
below by 0, so $(s) must tend to a limit ass + co. Clearly, thelimit I//( 00) 
satisfies th  inequality I++( co) >0. 1 
For future ference, we also give the expressions for $ and t,V in terms 
of 2. 
The boundedness of the function az21y is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 1. As this boundedness will play an essential role in the following 
analysis, we state itin a separate lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The function az2jy is bounded. 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 1 that here exist constants M and s,,,, 
such that $(s) <M for all s2 sM. Then also 
1 
- 
2 
SYG [ 
4s) 1 
- -- 
1+1/r 
Z21Y 
4 
1 z2<M. 
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Let A = az21y. Then 
AY(S) 
[ 
a(s)-;(l+lh) < 1 (2 +2/y) May < (2 + 77) M sY” . JYU . 
The upper bound becomes arbitrarily small as s increases, o A(s) tends to 
0 or a( 1+ l/y). Ineither case, itis bounded. 1
The second functional 4 has the unusual feature ofbeing defined non- 
locally. Letsi and sit, be two successive zeros of z. Let smCi) bethe point in 
(xi, si+ ,) where zhas its extremum. Then 4 is defined bythe expression 
qqs)eqqz(s))E ;(zy*+*z*+*/y 
[ 2 + 2/Y 
-i ($+;) Z*] ay(sm(ijh SE (sj9 Si+ 11. (20) 
This function isdiscontinuous at each zero of z; in fact, because a is 
non-increasing, q3 has a downward jump at each zero f z. This downward 
jump is an essential feature in the proof of the theorem. 
Since z satisfies (14), wehave 
(q+[ -$(r.)‘+3Lz*+*~l+;l*] 
X ay(Sm(ij)y sE(Si,Si+ll. (21) 
The derivative may be positive or negative, so 4 may not be monotone. A 
major thrust ofthe proof of the theorem isto assess the relative mportance 
of each of the three terms inside the brackets. 
Notice that 4is positive at azero f z. The following lemma shows that 
b(s) converges to 0as s + co. 
LEMMA 3. lim, ~ a, 4(s) =0. 
Proof. (We write m, instead ofm(i).) At si we have &si) =4(z,!)* ak, 
which is positive. From (18) we see that +(si) = $y(z;)‘, so
d(si) = a;syY”$(si) < s;~“$(si). 
As x is oscillatory, si grows beyond bounds as i-, co. Because + is boun- 
ded, it follows that 
lim &si) =0. (22) i-m 
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For any s E (si, si+ 1) we have 
From (21) it follows that 
SO 
In the same way we conclude from the identity 
that 
C(s)B((Sj+l)-aa~~~~‘+‘Z2 (t)$ 
cray z2 
h%+,)-*. 
1+1 
The product a&z,$ in the right members of (23) and (24) remains bounded 
as i + co (cf. Lemma 2). Therefore, (22), (23), and (24) imply that for any 
E >O there exists anindex j(s) such that, if i>j(s), then I&)[ <E for all 
s E (si, si+ ,). This proves the assertion of the lemma. 1 
2.3. Qualitative Behavior f z between Successive Zeros 
We now turn to a detailed investigation of thequalitative behavior fz 
between two successive zeros. 
Again, let si and si+ Ibe two successive zeros of z. We assume, without 
loss of generality, thatz is positive n the interval (si, si+ 1). Let s,(~) bethe 
point in (si, Si+ 1) where zreaches its maximum value. 
LEMMA 4. The function z is strictly increasing o  (si, s,,,(;)) and strictly 
decreasing on (s,(;), si+1 ) for all sufficiently large i. 
Proof: (We again write m, instead ofm(i).) Suppose z has a local 
minimum at some point s, between si and s,. Then z’(s,) = 0 and 
Z”(S,) > 0. 
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Evaluating (18) at s = s,., wefind 
$(s,.)=.yzf [ S-f (1 --?)I. 
Because II/ is positive (cf. Lemma l), it follows that 
The differential equ tion (14) yields the identity 
Combining this identity with the preceding equality, we find that 
-~,‘-(1/4)(1+ llrW)2+a 
z,. ‘4y Sf . 
The expression n the right member is strictly positive f i is sufficiently 
large, soit would follow that zp < 0, and we have a contradiction. A local 
minimum between siand s, is thus ruled out. A local minimum between S,
and si+ 1is ruled out by a similar argument. 1 
It is easy to show that z’(si) tends to 0 as i+ 00. 
LEMMA 5. lim,, co z’(si) = 0. 
Proof. Evaluating (18) at s =si, we find (~1)~ = 2s7’“$(si). The 
expression n the right member tends to zero as i + co, because t,G is 
bounded. 1
The following lemma gives specific information about he value of azZiY 
at sm(i)* 
LEMMA 6. lim, _ m a(s,(i,) z2’y(sm(i)) = d(l + l/Y ). 
Proof. (We again write m, instead fom(i).) Evaluating (20) at s = s,, 
we find 
rts-I=[+$ k+2JY-f(i+Pk ) z:] a;. 
Let A,=a,zF. Then 
4 &+1+1/Y) =(2+2/y)&J+ 
[ I 
(1 + l/y) aa;zi 
S2 . 
m 
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Both terms in the right member tend to zero as i + co, so the quantity A, 
either vanishes in the limit orit approaches $( 1+ l/y). Because 
l&J = scz; [&+Qg)] 
and $ is positive, it must be the case that 
But s, grows beyond bounds as i + co, so the lower bound is certainly 
greater than Q( 1+ l/y) if i is sufficiently large. The possibility thatA, 
vanishes in the limit sthus ruled out. 1 
2.4. Auxiliary Results onthe Variation of a 
In this ubsection we prove an auxiliary result that puts arestriction on 
the variation of a. 
LEMMA 7. Let sp and sq be two arbitrary points in [si, si+ 1] with sp < sq. 
Zf there xists anq > 0 such that a(s) z2+‘Iy(s) 3 q for all sE [s,, s,], then 
lim a(sJ - 1 -- . 
i+ m a(s,) 
Proof. Consider the expression (19), which we write as 
q(s)= -syLT (i-al(s) [ 1 2+2/y s a(s) a(s) z2 + 2’y(s). 
Estimating the factor az2 + 2h by q and integrating both sides of the 
resulting equality over the interval (sP, sq), we obtain 
w&J - Wq) 2 &&s~-s~)-[;+yuds]. 
We may assume without loss of generality that si is greater than 1, so we 
can ignore the factor syO under the integral sign. Then we can estimate the 
integral andobtain the following equality: 
)(sp)-)(lq),~[t(S~-S~)+log~]. 4 
The function s H $(s) is non-increasing nd converging to a(non-negative) 
limit ass + co (cf. Lemma 1). Hence, the expression n the left member is 
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positive; furthermore, by taking i sufficiently large, we can make it 
arbitrarily small. The same must then be true for each term in the right 
member, so the logarithmic term ust vanish as i + co. 1 
On the interval [si, s,(~,], z isincreasing, while ais non-increasing, o 
az* + *ly may be decreasing or increasing there. The following lemma puts a
lower bound on the rate of decrease of this function. 
LEMMA 8. Let spCij bean arbitrary point in [si, s,,,(,)]. If i issufficiently 
large, then a(s) z*+*‘~(s) 2 ta(s,J ~~+~‘~(s,(~,)for all sE [s,(,), s,(,J. 
Proof: (We write m and p, instead ofm(i) and p(i).) Let S, be the 
smallest value of SE [s,, s,] where a(s) z*+*‘~(s) = $z(s,,) z*+~‘~(s~). Then 
4s) z * + *‘Y(s) > fa(s,) z*+ *‘y&J, s E cs,, sql. 
Applying Lemma 7 with q = &,z~+*/Y, we conclude that he ratio up/a,, 
tends to 1 as i + co, so by taking i large enough we can certainly achieve 
the inequality aq 2 &a,. The assumption that s, < s, leads to a contra- 
diction, because itwould follow that 
4*,z;+*lY=uyZ;+*lY>u z*+2/YgLupz;+~/Y~ 
Y P 
Therefore, sq 2 s,. 1 
On the interval [s m(iJ, Si+ i1, the analog of Lemma 8 is trivial, because 
both a and z are non-increasing. Thus,if s,(~) isan arbitrary point in 
[S,(i), St+11, then U(S) Z*+*"(S) 2 a(~,(~,) z*+*'~(s~(~)) for all s E [s,,,~,), s,(,)]. 
LEMMA 9. Let r] be an arbitrary positive constant. If s,(~, E (si, si+ 1) is 
such that a(s,(i)) z2" (s,(,)) = q, then 
ProoJ (We write p and m, instead ofp(i) and m(i).) If sP c s,, then 
a(s)z2+*‘~(s)~fapZ;+2’~~f(apZ;‘~)1+y 
for all SE [s,, s,]. (We recall that O<a(s)< 1 for all s.) If sp>.smr then 
a(s) z2+2’y(s) 2 apz;+2’y > (a,z;‘q’+y 
for all sE [s,, s,J. In either case, the assertion of the lemma follows from 
Lemma 7. 1 
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2.5. Behavior of z Near a Maximum 
We now consider in more detail the behavior fz near s,(~,, thepoint in 
[So, si+ r] where zhas its maximum. We recall that he value of az21y at s,,+) 
approaches t( 1+ l/y) as i --+ cc (cf. Lemma 6). 
Let Z be the solution of the initial v ue problem 
z”+z’+2/~-$&0, t>o; Z(0) = ($( 1+ l/y))“““; Z’(0) = 0 (25) 
and let he definition of Z be extended tonegative values ofthe argument 
by the identity Z(t) =Z( - 1). 
As the next lemma shows, Z is the limit of a scaled version fz in the 
neighborhood f s,,,(~) as i + CO. 
LEMMA 10. 
lim a(li2) Y(s,Cij) z(smCij + .) = Z( . ) 
id m 
uniformly oncompact intervals containing the origin. 
Proof: (We write m, instead ofm(i).) Let the function c be defined by
the identity 
i(s) = ac/2)yz(s), sE(Si, si+ll. 
Like z, [ has a maximum at s,, where its value approaches ($(1+ l/~))(r’~)~ 
as i + co (cf. Lemma 6). The function c satisfies th  differential equ tion 
(26) 
Being the solution ofan initial v ue problem with continuous data, J,’ 
depends continuously on the coefficients of thedifferential equ tion a d 
the initial data. Confining ourselves to compact intervals of the type 
[s, --, S, + ~1, where p is a fixed positive constant, we let itend to 
infinity. The ratio a(s)/a(s,) approaches 1 uniformly. Because [’and [ are 
bounded, the expression nside the parentheses t nds to 0. Therefore, 
[(s, + . ) approaches Z( .), the solution of the initial v ue problem (25), 
uniformly on [ --p, ~1 as i -+ 00. 1 
Let s,(~) be the smallest value of SE [si, s ,J where a(s) z”‘(s) = 
$( 1+ l/y). Similarly, let s ,(~) be the greatest value of s B [s,(,), si+r] where 
a(s) z2”(s) = $( 1+ l/y). The point of the following lemma is that he length 
of the interval [s,(~), s,(~)] approaches a fixed value as i tends to infinity. 
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LEMMA 11. There xists a positive constant p such that 
lim Csm(i) - sl(i)) = P 
i+oo 
and 
lim tsn(i) - sm(i)) = P. 
i-cc 
Proof: (We write 1, m, and n, instead ofl(i), m(i), and n(i).) From the 
definitions of sI and s, we obtain the identities 
: a(s,) z*/~(s, - (s, -s,)) = i (1 + l/y) 
m 
and 
” a(s,) z21y (s, +(s, -s,)) =$ (1 + l/y). 
m 
It follows from Lemma 9 that he ratios aJam and a,/a, tend to 1 as i + 00. 
Lemma 10 implies that s,-ssI and s, -s, tend to p, where Z(p) =
(k( 1+ l/r))“‘? 1
2.6. Behavior f z Away From a Maximum 
In this subsection we analyze the behavior fz a bounded istance away 
from the point s,(~). As in the foregoing section, we let slciJ be the smallest 
value of SE [si, s,(,J wh ere a(s) z*/‘(s) = $(1+ l/y) and s,(~) the greatest 
value of s E [s,(~), si+] where a(s) z*/‘(s) = {( 1 + l/y). 
We recall that zsatisfies th  differential equ tion (I!), 
A Generalized Sturm Comparison Theorem will play an important role in 
the following a alysis. The theorem, together with its proof, isgiven in the 
Appendix. 
As we saw in Lemma 5, the derivative z’ ata zero si of z tends to 0 as 
i + co. The following lemma implies that he logarithmic derivative z’/z at 
si remains bounded away from 0. 
LEMMA 12. There xists a positive constant c such that 
(z’(s))* 2 cz2(s), sE CsiY sC(i)l ” Csrz(i)7si+ 11. 
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Proof The proofs for the two intervals resimilar. We restrict our- 
selves to[si, s (,J. 
Let skcij be the smallest value of s E [si, s&j where a(s) z2”(s) = 0.01. We
write k, Z, and m, instead ofk(i), l(i), and m(i). 
First we consider the interval [si, sk]. By choosing i large nough, 
we can. certainly achieve the inequality ya/s<O.Ol. Furthermore, 
az2jy - ($ +u/s2) < -0.24. These observations lead us to compare the 
solution z of (27) on [si, sk] with the solution w of the linear initial v ue 
problem 
w” + 0.01 w’ - 0.24~ = 0, s > si; w(sJ =0; w’(si) = z’(si). (28) 
The solution of (28) is 
w(s) =Z’(Si) 
e”l(S -&I _&lb - &) 
1,-A, ’ 
where A, and A, are the characteristic roots of the linear equation (28). 
We note that 1, and A2 have opposite signs. The Generalized Sturm 
Comparison Theorem yields the inequality 
z’(s) w’(s) > ~le”l’“-“‘) _ ~2e”2(“-“” 
-a--, 
4s) 4s) e4(s-s,) _ &2(s-s,) ’ 
SE [Si, &I. 
Taking 1, to be the positive root, we conclude that 
(zW2 B qz2(s), sE Csi, s!f]- (29) 
Next, we consider the interval [s,, s,]. We start from the identity 
ak(z’)2 = all, 
[ 
12 l -z --az2+2/~+;z2 
4 1 + l/Y 1 +24(s), 
which follows from the definition (20)of 4, and estimate the various terms 
in the right member. 
The ratio u,Ja,,, tends to 1 as i -+ co; by taking i suficiently large, wecan 
certainly achieve the inequality a; B +I,. 9 Y Because a is non-increasing, it 
follows that a’(s) 3 a; 2 &9’(s) for all sE [s,, s[]. We use these inequalities 
to estimate the first and second term. We estimate the third term, which is 
positive, by 0. 
Thus, using the abbreviation A = az21y, weobtain the inequality 
a;(Z’)2 2 AY 
[ 
&&+?w 
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Because s is bounded away from si, A is certainly bounded below on 
[s,, s,] by a positive constant. Also, because  is bounded above by s,, A is 
bounded above by a constant that is certainly less than $( 1 + l/v). Con- 
sequently, the first term in the lower bound is bounded below by a positive 
constant on [sk, s,]. By increasing i if necessary, we can also achieve that 
2[4(s)l is ess than this positive lower bound, so there xists a positive 
constant q such that a;(~‘)* > qon [sk, sr]. We combine this result with 
the estimate UZ~‘~ 6 i( 1+ l/u), which olds everywhere on [si, s,], and use 
the fact that ais non-increasing. We thus find that 
The assertion of the lemma follows from (29) and (30). 1
To conclude this subsection, we show that he length ofeach of the inter- 
vals [si, slci,] and[s,,~,), si+ ,] grows beyond bounds as i + co. 
LEMMA 13. limi_t,(s,(,,-.si)= 00 and limj+m(sj+, -s ,(i))= co. 
Proof: The proofs ofthe two cases are similar. We restrict ourselves to 
the first case. 
Again, let skuj be the smallest value of s E [si, s (,J where a(s) z’/~(s) = 
0.01. It suffices to prove that he length of the interval [si, s&J grows 
beyond bounds as i + co. (In the remainder of the proof we write k and m, 
instead ofk(i) and m(i).) 
Consider the differential equ tion (27) satisfied by z.The coefficient of z’ 
is always positive. By taking i sufficiently large, wecan achieve that he 
coefficient of z is at least equal to -0.26 on the entire interval [si, sk]. 
These observations leadus to compare the solution z of (27) on [si, sk] 
with the solution w of the linear initial v ue problem 
w"-0.26w=O, s>si; w(sJ =0; W'(Si) = Z'(Si), (31) 
which is 
w(s) =Z’(Si) 
sinh( (s- si) ,/0.26) 
JiT% * 
According tothe Generalized Sturm Comparison Theorem, we have the 
inequality 
z’(s) d w’(s), s E Csi, skl. 
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Applying this inequality at sk, we find 
+ < cosh((s, - si) $%). 
zi 
We claim that he expression n the left member grows beyond bounds as 
i-03. 
From the expression f rC$ at sk we obtain the identity 
agz;y = all, 
1 ak 
-z:--z:+“‘+;z: +2&J, 4
1 + l/Y 1 
The last term inside the brackets is positive. The ratio am/ak tends to 1 as 
i -+ co, so by taking isufficiently large, we can certainly achieve the 
inequality a; > 4~3;. Furthermore, a, < ak. Therefore, 
1 1 ---Ak 
4 1+1/y 1 - 2ii(sk)i, 
where we have used the abbreviation Ak = akzp. Here the expression n 
the right member is certainly bounded below by a positive constant ifiis 
large enough. Because a,< 1, it must be the case that z; is bounded below 
by a positive constant. On the other hand, zi tends to 0 as i + CO, 
according to Lemma 5, so the ratio z;/zi grows beyond bounds, asclaimed. 
This result implies that cosh((s, - si) @) and therefore sk - si tends 
to inlinity as i+ co. 1 
2.7. Monotonicity of q5
We now turn to an investigation of themonotonicity properties of 4.We 
use the same definitions of s,(~) and s,,(~) as in the foregoing subsection. 
LEMMA 14. If i is sufficiently large, then qb is monotone decreasing o  
Csi, S/(i)1 andCSn(i), S + 11. 
ProoJ We write Z, m, and n, instead ofI(i), m(i), and n(i). 
We recall that 4has a downward jump discontinuity at si.The derivative 
4 is given by the expression 
Ignoring the middle term, which is negative, andusing the result of
Lemma 12, we see that 
(b’(s)< -(cyo-;)fq, SEISi,S,]LJIS,,Si+l]. 
505/75/l-12 
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If i is sufficiently large, the xpression nside the parentheses is positive, so 
d’(s) < 0on the intervals considered. 1 
Lemmas 11, 13, and 14 show that he functional 4 ismonotone decreas- 
ing on [si, si+ i], except ossibly on asubinterval of finite length near s,,,(~). 
Thus, 4behaves almost everywhere like a classical Ly punov functional for 
the differential equ tion (14). 
2.8. Differential Inequality for q5 
We now derive a differential inequality for4, which holds almost 
everywhere where 4 is monotone decreasing, namely on [si, sluJ u
[s,(,), si+,], except for two subintervals, one adjacent tosi, the other 
adjacent tosi+ ,. The lengths ofthese xceptional subintervals remain 
bounded as i + CO. 
As a first ep, we derive anestimate for the term ay(smci,)(z’)‘, which 
occurs inthe expression (21) for 4’. 
LEMMA 15. There xists a positive constant v, such that 
Va’(smcij)(z’(s))* 2 2d(Sh s E Csi + v, sI(i)l u Csn(i), si+ 1 - vl. 
Proof. We treat the two intervals separately. 
Case 1. s near si. Let sk be as in the proof of Lemma 12. On [si, s ], 
we apply the Generalized Sturm Comparison Theorem, comparing z with 
the solution of (28). We conclude that 
z’(s) 2 w’(s), s E Csi, s/cl. 
Hence, 
z’(s) w’(s) -a- 
Z’(Si) W’(Si) 
=A e~l(~-““-~2e”Z’“-““~~,e~l’s-S”, 
’ s E Csi, s.kl* 
If we define v,by the equation (1, e”“‘)* = l/(yo), then 
z’(s) *( > 1 - >-, z’(si) Y0 SE [Si+V,, Sk]. 
Consequently, 
yaa;(z’(s))* > a;(zi)* = 24(si), SE [Si+V,pS,]. 
Since 4 is decreasing o  [si, sk], it follows that 
rWW(s))* 2W(s), SE [Si + VI) Sk]. 
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Next, consider the interval [sp, s,]. We recall from the proof of Lemma 12 
that aK(z’)* is bounded below by a positive constant q on [s,, s,]. Since 
4(s) tends to 0 as s + co, it is certainly thecase that 
ycra~(z’(sH2 2 W(s), s E cs,, s,l, (32) 
provided i is large enough. 
Case 2. s near si+ 1. Consider the function F, 
l-4p 
F(P)= 1 -(1 +4p)2> ~20. 
Since F(0) =0, there exists anE > 0 such that F(E) <ya. Let E be so chosen. 
Let s,(~) bethe (unique) point in [s,(,), si+,] where a(s) z*‘~(s)=E. We 
consider the intervals [s,(,), s,(,)] and [s,(,), si+ ,] separately. We write n 
and q, instead ofn(i) and q(i). 
We begin by considering the interval [s,,, si+ ,I. If zsatisfies th  differen- 
tial equation (14), then Z, defined bythe expression 
Z(S) = Z(Si+ , -S), S20, 
is a solution of 
5” - Jf 5’ +
[ 
a(s) 22”(S) - ( )I f + f z= 0. 
(Here ’denotes differentiation wi h respect to S, and s=si+, -F.) 
By taking i sufficiently large, wecan certainly achieve the inequalities 
ye/s <E and u/s* < 4s. These observations leadus to compare the solution Z 
of (33) with the solution % of the linear initial v ue problem 
w”-&EW’-(;+$&),=o, s>o; W(0) =0; W’(0) = Z’(O), (34) 
which is 
ei,i _ eiZs 
W(S)=Z’(O) 1 -I . 
1 2 
Here, 1, and A., are the characteristic rootsof the linear differential 
equation (34). We observe that A, and A2 have opposite signs. The 
Generalized Sturm Comparison Theorem yields the inequality 
Z’(S) < W’(S) 1, eil’ - A2eAZf 
Z(S) ’ W(S) - el,s _ el*s . 
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As S increases, the quantity in the right member approaches ,I,, the larger 
root of the characteristic equation, which is equal to 4 + E. There xists 
therefore a va> 0 such that 
W’(i) 1 
-<j+2&’ 
W(S) 
Let v1 be so chosen, Then 
z’(s) Z’(S) 1--=- 
4s) Z(S) 
<5+2&, 
so 
4s) 2
0 
4 
z’(s) >(1+4#’ 
sz v2. 
s E Csq, si+ 1 - v21, 
SE Csq7 si+l-v21* 
Given this inequality, we estimate 4 as follows: 
2&s) < [ 
4s) (zy2 +- z 1 1 l/Y 
2+vY--z2 aY 
+ 4 1 WI 
<aL(z’)’ l- i--z 
[ ( 
4s) 2/Y z 2 
4 1+1/r I 7 )I 
[ 
l-4& 
WXz’)’ l-(1+4E)2 1 
(35) 
On the interval [s,, s4] we start form the identity 
a;(z’)’ = a; 
[ 
1 4s) -z2--z2+2/y+;z2 +24(s) 
4 1 + l/Y 1 
and proceed asin the proof of Lemma 12 (the part dealing with the inter- 
val [sk, s,]), toshow that he quantity am(z’)2’y is bounded below by a 
positive constant q.Since d(s) tends to 0 as s + co, it is therefore certainly 
the case that 
yoaW(s))2 2 V(s), s E CL s,l, (36) 
provided i is large enough. 
The assertion of the lemma follows from (32), (35), and (36), with 
v=max{v,, v2}. 1 
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We return tothe expression (21) for $‘, 
f(s) = [ - f (2’)2 + $& z2 +2’y +;;2] uy(s,(i,), s E tsi, si+ 11. 
Because a is non-increasing, we canignore the middle term to obtain the 
estimate 
d’(‘)a[ -~(zf)2+~z2]U’(S~~i,), SE(Si,S +l]. (37) 
We decompose the interval (si, si+ ,] into two disjoint ervals, 
(si~si+ll=ziuJi, 
where 
Ji =tsi7 si+vl u Csl(i)9 sm(i)l u Csm(i), sn(i)l u Csi+ 1 - v3 si+ 11 
and 
It follows from Lemmas 11 and 15 that he length of the subinterval Ji 
remains bounded; infact, limi, ool.Zil = 2~ +2v. The length ofthe subinter- 
val Ii on the other thand grows beyond bounds as i + co. 
On Ii we have the inequality 
On Ji, we use the trivial estimate 
Yoa’(sm(i))(z’(s))2 2 O, SE Ji. 
We conclude that here exists a postive constant M, which does not depend 
on i, such that 
2 M 
f&(s) < - - &s) + -, 
s3 
SEZi, (38) 
S 
M 
d’(s) G -3 
S3 
seJi. (39) 
In the following subsection we combine these inequalities for i= 0, 1, . .into 
one single inequality and derive anasymptotic estimate for 4. 
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2.9. Asymptotic Behavior fC# 
Let I and J be the union of the intervals Ii and Ji over all i= 0, 1, .  . 
I= (J zi, J= u Ji, 
and let he function f be defined bythe xpression 
f(s)=;, SEZ; f(s) =0, s E J. 
We prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 16. The functional 4 satisfies th  inequality 
d(s) G@(s), 
where 
m(,)=$)[ C(s,)+Ml’ydt], 
so 
with 
F(s) =exp 1’ f(t) dt. 
SO 
(40) 
(42) 
Proof: It follows from the inequalities (38) and (39) and the definition 
off that 
A4 
i’(s) i -f(s) 4s) + -* 
S3 
(43) 
Comparing the solution of this differential inequality with the solution @ of 
the initial v ue problem 
Q’(s) = -f(s) O(s) + $, s 2 s,; @(%) = hd, (4) 
we conclude that 
4(s) <@J(s), s 2 so. (45) 
The initial v ue problem (44) is linear nd can be solved xplicitly for @.
The solution is given by (41). 1
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Our next ask is to estimate the function @ and thus obtain an estimate 
for 4. 
LEMMA 17. Let E be an arbitrarily small positive constant. There xists a 
positive constant C,which depends on E but not on s, such that 
fp(s) < CS-*+s 
for all suffi:ciently larges. 
Proof: Let E> 0 be given. According to Lemma 16, 4is majorized by @, 
so it suflices to prove the assertion of the lemma for the function Qi. 
Since f (s) <2/s, we have F(s) <(s/so)* andtherefore 
@(so) + A4 1’ y dt 6 @(sO) +E log $ < C,S”~ 
WI 4 
for all sufficiently larges. Here Co is a positive constant which does not 
depend on s. 
Next, we estimate F(s) from below. Without loss of generality, we make 
two simplifying assumptions. 
First, werecall that F is, in fact, anintegral over Z, where Zis the union 
of intervals [ai, pi], i= 1,2, .. with a, < pi < a2 < /I2 < . .. The length of
each interval [ i, BJ grows beyond bounds as i + 00, while the length of 
each gap (pi, ai+ ,) approaches either 2~or 2v. Since F is the integral of a
positive function, we obtain a lower bound for F by assuming that he 
length ofeach gap tends to the same constant p, where pis the larger of2~ 
and 2v. 
Second, since we are interested in the asymptotic behavior f@, we may 
assume that he inequalities 
ai+,-BiG2p, Pi 2 @P/E) i (47) 
are satisfied or all i. If necessary, we absorb the contributions fromthose 
(finitely many) intervals where the inequalities are not satisfied in the 
multiplicative constants andrenumber the remaining intervals. 
Let s be any point in [a, +i, 8, + i 1. Then 
so 
F(s) =
aI 
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We write the ratio nthe form 
It follows from (47) that (ai+ i- pi)/fii<a/(W) for all i, whence we con- 
clude, first, that (ai+ i - fii)/jIi < 1 for all iand, second, that he intinite 
series CT= r ((ai+, - /Ii)//Ii)’ converges. Then it follows from [20, 
Chap. VII, Theorem lo] that the product l-I;=, (1+(ai+ i- Bi)/fii) s 
asymptotically equivalent wi h the sum z,I=, (ai+ i- Bi)/bi as n+ 00. There 
exist therefore positive constants C, and C,, such that 
C, exp f ai+’ 
( 
-Pi 
i=l Pi 1 ( 
(I, 1 +ai+;i -“i)GC2exp(~,ai+;I-“i) 
for all sufficiently largen.Hence, 
fi (l+ai+b-8’)4C2exp($~,~)~C2(exp~lt)” 
i=l 
for all sufficiently largen.
Next, we recall the delinition of Euler’s ‘constant y, 
y= lim 
“-‘X (f f-logn) i=l 
(cf. [21, Sect. 6 11). The definition implies that here exists a constant C3
such that 
exp i A<C,n 
i= I 1 
for all sufficiently largen.Therefore 
fi (l+ai+b~‘i)<C4nei4 
i=l 
for some constant C4. If sis in the interval [ ,+i, /I,, + i], as assumed, then 
s > p, > (8p/s) n,so n < (s/(8p)) s. There xists herefore a constant C5 such 
that 
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for all sufficiently largeS.Hence, there exists a constant C6such that 
/?I .*.pns s n =- 
al *..&I%+, 
a1 p, 1 +ai+~-Bi))-l>C651-&/4 
( ( 
for all sufficiently larges.Consequently, 
F(s) 2 c;s*+ (48) 
for all sufficiently largeS.This is the desired lower bound for F(S). 
Combining the definition (41)of @ with the stimates (46) and (48), we
find that here exists a constant C such that 
Q(s) <CS-2+E 
for all sufficiently larges.This proves the assertion of the lemma. 1 
2.10. Final Contradiction 
We now have all the ingredients necessary to complete he proof of the 
theorem. 
We recall our basic supposition that he differential equ tion (7) has a 
non-trivial oscillatory s lution x. This olution gives rise to a non-trivial 
oscillatory s lution z of (14) via the transformations (9), (ll), and (13). 
Let sO, si, .. be the zeros of z. If z is oscillatory, his equence ontinues 
indelinitely. Let thefunctional 4 bedefined interms of z by (20). 
Consider the interval (si, si+ i) between two consecutive zeros of z. 
Assume that z is positive between si and si+ r, so s,,,(~) is the point in 
(si, si+ ,) where zachieves its maximum. According to Lemma 6, the value 
of az21y approaches t( 1+ l/y) as i --f co. Let s,(~) be the smallest value of s in 
[Si, s (,)] where a(s) z21y (s) =$(l + l/y) and, similarly, let s,(~) bethe 
greatest value of s in [s,(,), si+, ] where a(s) z*‘~(s) = $( 1 + l/y). Inthe 
remainder ofthe proof we write I and n, instead ofI(i) and n(i). 
Integrating the expression (21) for 4’ from slcij to s,,(,), ignoring the 
term involving thederivative of a (which is non-positive), we obtain the 
following estimate for &s,): 
i(s,) d &s,) -E Is: a;(z’(s))* ds +; c” aX(z(s))* ds. (49) 
Let E > 0 be given. According to Lemma 17, there exists a positive constant 
C,, which depends on E but not on i, such that 
qqs,) < cIs,:*+E (50) 
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for all sufficiently largei. We assume that ihas been chosen sufficiently 
large for (50) to hold. 
Let 2 be the solution of the initial v ue problem (25), symmetrically 
extended tonegative alues of the argument. According toLemma 11, 
there exists a positive constant p and positive constants C2 and C3 such 
that 
1’” ai;t(z’(s))* ds 2; r”(Z’(s))’ ds = C2 (51) 
and 
(52) s 
S” 
a;(z(s))* ds < 2 p (Z(s))2 ds = c3. 
Sl s --P 
Combining the estimates (50), (51), and (52) with (49), we obtain 
inequality 
the 
(53) 
Clearly, as iincreases, the middle term in the right member of (53) will 
dominate he two other terms, oeventually theexpression n the right 
member, and therefore Q(s,), will be negative. W  may assume that his is 
indeed the case on the interval under consideration; if necessary, we 
increase i further. 
According toLemma 14, the functional 4 isdecreasing o  the interval 
tsn7 si+ 113 so once 4is negative at s, it remains egative on the ntire inter- 
val. In particular, 4 will be negative at si+ 1. But now we have acontradic- 
tion, asthe definition of 4 is such that 4is positive at every zero f z. Thus, 
the supposition that here is an infinite sequence ofzeros of z is ruled out. 
In other words, if z is a non-trivial solution f(14), it must be non- 
oscillatory. This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
APPENDIX A: A GENERALIZED STURM COMPARISON THEOREM 
In this appendix westate and prove aGeneralized Sturm Comparison 
Theorem that is used at several places inthe proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let u and v satisfy theinitial v ue problems 
u” + p(s) 24’ -t q(s) 24 =0, s > a; u(a) =tl (A-1) 
and 
v” + P(s) v’ +Q(s) v= 0, s > a; v(a) =c(, (A-2) 
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respectively, where a 2 0. Suppose that u, u’, v, and v’ are (strictly) positive 
on some interval (a, b) of positive length. Zf
p(s) G P(s), 4(s) Q Q(s), s E [a, bl, (A.3) 
then the inequality 
u.‘(a) 2 v’(a) (A.4) 
implies 
u’(s) 2 v’(s), 
u’(s) v’(s) 
-a-, 
4s) 4s) 
s E [a, b]. (A.5) 
Proof. We introduce th functions r = u’/u and R = v’/v. Both r and R 
are (strictly) positive on (a, b). Since uand v satisfy Eqs. (A.l) and (A.2), 
r and R are solutions f the Riccati equations 
and 
r’ = - (r* + pr + q), s>a (A.6) 
R’= -(R’+PR+Q), s > a, (A.7) 
respectively. B cause of (A.3), Eq. (A.7) yields the following differential 
inequality for R: 
R’d -(R*+pR+q), s > a. 64.8) 
If (A.4) holds, then R(a) < r(a), so it follows from the theory of differential 
inequalities that 
Hence, 
R(s) Gr(s), s E [a, b]. (A.9) 
u’(s)lu(s) 2 v’(s)lv(s),  E [a, b]. (A.lO) 
This proves the third inequality in (A.5). 
Because of the positivity of u and v and their derivatives on (a, b), we 
can integrate both sides of the inequality (A.lO) over any interval [a, s] 
with sE (a, 6). Since u and v assume the same initial v ue a at a, we obtain 
the inequality 
lois 4s) 
4s) ->log-, 
a a 
s E [a, b]. (A.ll) 
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Hence, 
4s) 2 u(s), s E [a, b]. (A.12) 
This proves the first inequality in (AS). 
Finally, thesecond inequality in (AS) follows from (A.9) and (A.12), 
u’(s) B u’(s) *> u’(s), 
u(s) 
s E [a, b]. (A.13) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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